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When I consider how my light is spent,
Ere half my days, in this dark world and wide,
And that one Talent which is death to hide
Lodged with me useless, though my Soul more bent
To serve therewith my Maker, and present
My true account, lest he returning chide;
‘Doth God exact day-labor, light denied?’
I fondly ask. But patience, to prevent
That murmur, soon replies, ‘God doth not need
Either man’s work or his own gifts; who best
Bear his mild yoke, they serve him best. His state
Is Kingly. Thousands at his bidding speed
And post o’er Land and Ocean without rest:
They also serve who only stand and wait.
— John Milton from ‘When I Consider How My Light Is Spent’
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

"One of the most interesting, thought-provoking, and
insightful aspects of the Coolabilties exercise was the
insistence that we move far outside our comfort zones to
examine today’s “disabilities,” and future “coolabilities,” from
In the coming decade a constellation of emerging technologies (e.g. Artificial intelligence

very different ethnic, cultural and gender perspectives. In

(AI), Machine learning (ML), The Internet of things (IoT), 5-G and Network Improvement

the case of the white males in our team, playing the role of

Communities (N.I.C)) will enable a radical reevaluation of human labor. Persistent and

an autistic, African girl in a refugee camp led us to think

unaddressed threats (e.g. climate change, civil and political unrest, pandemics, food
insecurity and lack of access to learning combined) will require increased participation in
the global work force. These two factors will fundamentally remap our understanding of
human ability, ultimately making the notion of a disability obsolete.
In this post-disability future, increased participation in the labor force by a wide swath
of untapped potential will have a significant and positive economic effect. The country,
economy or organization that adopts and implements this fluid understanding of ability
will not only have the increased capacity to address their persistent threats but they will
harness a wide range of new capabilities amplified by the coming emerging technologies.

about issues, opportunities, and limitations beyond anything
we would have considered on our own. It was a remarkable
learning experience."
Linton Wells
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APPLIED FUTURES: A
BRIEF OVERVIEW

well as two, four and eight years into the

The Applied Futures Methodology

future to empower or disrupt the targeted

is also a theoretical framework and

future scenario. The methodology also

participatory design workshop undertaken

illustrates what flags, or warning events,

by practitioners with special domain

could appear in society that indicate the

knowledge of how to specifically disrupt,

progress toward the threat future. The

mitigate, and recover from theoretical

The Applied Futures Methodology (Figure

economics, trends, expert interviews, and

Applied Futures Methodology is a human-

threat futures. Additionally, participants are

1) enables multidisciplinary groups to

even a little science fiction. These various

centric process, and therefore the humans

curated to include outliers, trained foresight

envision and plan systematically for

inputs allow the creation of potential futures

that participate in a threatcasting session

professionals, and young participants for

possible and potential futures and threats

(focused on the fiction of a person in a

are critical. Regardless of age, experience,

a fresh and multi-generational perspective

ten years in the future. Groups explore how

place doing a thing). Some of these futures

or education, all participants are considered

in the groups. When using this approach

to transform the future they desire into

are desirable while others are to be avoided.

practitioners.

the mixture of participants should span

reality while avoiding an undesired future.

By placing the threats into a fictional story,

academia, private industry, government,

it allows decision makers and practitioners

military and NGO representatives.

The methodology uses inputs from social
science, technical research, cultural history,

to imagine what needs to be done today as
Figure 1
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

TOWARD A
P O S T- D I S A B I L I T Y W O R L D

In the Summer of 2019 Guido van Nispen

become experts where the specific

and Vint Cerf, presented a concept to the

knowledge is valued, attention to

People Centered Internet membership.

details is an asset

They used the term “Coolabilities” and it had
significant implications on learning and the

action for volunteers to "Connect to Thrive"

Internet, a California-based nonprofit

and bring expertise and resources to this

organization with a mission to "put

momentous effort. Born out of this call

humanity at the center of the Internet,"

the People-Centered Internet announced

co-hosted the Digital Cooperation and

the launch of the Global Help Desk (GHD).

Diplomacy day as part of the celebration

Applying the same principles that guided

of the United Nations' 75th Anniversary.

the Internet's decentralized growth, the

Speakers from across the globe ushered

GHD serves as an online network to weave

in a new era for a personal commitment to

people together through a web of goods

acting on science, technology, and art

and services that are proven to address

in an interconnected and interdependent

problems and span geographies. GHD

way. The goal of these dialogues is to

weaves communities through coordinated,

shift the culture of science to be more

accessible, and scalable toolkits for
solutions-based digital capacity building.

'Compensational Coolabilities': When

workforce of the future. If humans' unique

human and share our hopes and inspiration

one or more abilities are strengthened

abilities were seen as positive instead of

so that each of our actions on the micro-

at the loss of another. For example, a

negative and if new competencies could be

scale will lead to a macro effect. Dozens of

person who lost one limb and trains

discovered it would create global economic

leaders from across the public and private

the remaining ones to compensate for

and social impact.

sectors presented their perspectives on

the loss

bringing humanity to the center of progress.

DEFINITION

Their expertise and priorities will help
'Singular Coolabilities': abilities that do

guide the vision and priorities for executing

Coolabilities, traditionally seen as

not exist in other people, such as when

on the United Nations' Sustainable

disabilities or oddities, is an overall

blind people reorganizes and reassign

Development Goals.

name for enhanced abilities in disabling

neural pathways in the visual cortex

conditions. Coolabilities are not isolated

giving rise to Coolabilities such as

phenomena but a general principle that

echolocation. People with such abilities

may apply to a variable extent across a

perceive and act in ways unimaginable

wider range of conditions.

to others. See: American jazz pianist,

TYPES OF COOLABILITIES
•

•

September 2020 the People-Centered

'Contextual Coolabilities': a trait that is
disabling in one context (environment)
becomes non-significant in another,
such as people with ASD who have
very specific ("limited") interests and
extreme attention to detail, can

•

The event's culmination was a call to

Matthew Whitaker https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Matthew_Whitaker_(pianist)
Chally Grundwag, David Nordfors, and
Nurit Yirmiya coined the term Coolabilites*
created the framework for types of
Coolabilities.1
1

Coolabilites origin http://i4j.info/blog/

The Global Help Desk members were
interested in investigating what the future
of learning might look like in the coming
decade. After several conversations,
the team members most experienced in
foresight planning narrowed the questions
to look at the the intersection of learning,
earning and abilities ten years in the future
with the Arizona State University Applied
Futures Lab.
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PROJECT GOALS

PROJECT GOALS

basis of raw data that was analyzed for the

time horizon allows for and overcomes

results of this report.

plausibility concerns. For most, envisioning

WHY TEN YEARS IN
THE FUTURE?
Applied Futures Methodology focuses on
ten years in the future. This is a conscious
This Applied Futures workshop was

Using the Applied Futures effects based

intended to help global communities

methodology, Arizona State University's

invested in human earning and learning,

Applied Futures Lab convened 30

envision the future made increasingly

practitioners together for a virtual

complex by rapidly evolving technologies

workshop over a week and a half in

offering new understanding around

December 2020.

timing decision in order to reduce innate
biases from participant(s) when they
participate in the Threatcasting Workshop
and explore possible futures. The ten year

ten years into the future is an intellectually
freeing experience, allowing participant(s)
to imagine a broader range of futures
beyond their current state. Typically the
ten-year time horizon is freeing because it
is past the duration of:
•

Political administrations

•

Corporate executives' appointment

•

The life cycle of most projects

•

The current career or life position of the
participant(s)
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individuals with unique abilities. The shift
is multiplied due to the rise of sentient

The participants explored the effects of

tools, Covid-19 pandemic and the dramatic

individuals' unique abilities on learning

drop of learning access internationally as a

and the future workforce based on subject

result.

matter expert inputs (see appendix). The
group developed futures that formed the

What I liked about this threatcasting futurecasting is it gives you
an ability to take a look at possibilities, but not just the positive and
negative and all those things that wrap up in it and how to address them
before some of them happen to keep them positive. I think that part of
what this all leads to is storytelling is so important. It's much easier to
relate to putting all that into a story.
Bryan Katz
Eileen Clegg, vTapestry

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Informed and guided by the foundation, the

The Five Phases of the Applied Futures
Methodology

who should participate in the workshop

The Applied Futures Methodology is
broken into five steps or distinct phases
that contain tasks and activities. These
phases are meant to provide the analyst(s)
structure and guidance for conducting the
Applied Futures Methodology. They need
to be followed closely. A phase cannot be
omitted or skipped. The tasks and activities

analyst(s) pulls together a team, determines
and what research or inputs should be
used as prompts to envision threats 10
years into the future. Finally, the materials
(e.g. workbooks, presentations, support
materials) are created to conduct the
workshop.

F O U N D AT I O N F O R T H I S
WORKSHOP

Phase 1: Prompt Presentation, Research
Synthesis and Discussion (Workshop)

Phase 2: Futurecasting (Workshop)

This phase begins the Applied Futures

synthesis participant(s) engage in a

Workshop. Analyst(s) use the prompts
and materials to engage in a participatory
design session with participant(s).
This activity presents the prompt to the
participant(s) and then leads them through
a session to explore the ramifications of
the prompts, capturing their discussion
in workbooks for use later by both the
participant(s) in the following stages of the

The topic area explored: Uniquely

workshop and by the analyst(s) in the post

before the analyst(s) can move on to the

abled humans effects on workforce

workshop phases.

next phase.

(earning) and knowledge exchange

Phase 0: Preparation and Curation (PreWorkshop)

(learning)

inside of each phase need to be performed

•

•

What is the effect of disabling

The first phase of the methodology consists

conditions and constellations

of the preparation of the project and for the
workshop, as well as the curation of the
decision making team, the participant(s),
and research prompts that will be used
during the workshop. The initial action
for the analyst(s) to develop the Applied
Futures Foundation, consisting of
•

The topic area to be explored

•

The specific research question

•

The area(s) where the findings will be
applied

The specific research question:

•

out. Participant(s) move from the high level
macro view of the research and prompts to
the micro perspective of a person in a place
experiencing an event. To do this they follow
the Science Fiction Prototyping (SFP) and
Experience Design Processes to generate
and qualitative Effects Based Model (EBM).

F O R this workshop participants were
provided with a digitally accessible
workbook provided to teams to capture
their data. All teams can also see each

and participants:
•

others data in real time. The completed
workbooks are available in the appendix

What is the effect of disabling

humans learning and earning

constellations of technology on

potential ten years in the future.

uniquely abled humans learning

The area(s) where the findings

and earning potential ten years in

will be applied: People Centered

the future.

Communities

possible and potential futures, ten years

present to the subject matter experts

conditions (coolabilities) and

Desk, Networked Improvement

participatory design session to envision

F O R this workshop the prompt

of technology on uniquely abled

Internet and the Global Help

Guided by the prompts and research

For this workshop the Synthesis work
was completed by the lead analyst
in advance of the workshop and
preloaded into the workbooks on behalf
of participants. Several groups did add
their own additional inputs.

of this report.
.
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Phase 3: Backcasting (Workshop)

actions and indicators.

A P P LY I N G T H E
M E T H O D O LO G Y

Using the EBM, participant(s) begin

F O R this workshop the lead analyst

backcasting in small groups, developing a

was Cyndi Coon with support from

time-phased, alternative-action definition

Brian David Johnson and Danielle

The Applied Futures methodology is

(TAD) phase that generates specific

Beauchamp. All participants were

distinct from traditional notions of futures

actions that can be taken. Additionally,

encouraged to peer review the report

thinking, planning, and modeling. Not

participant(s) identify the indicators (flags)

and provide feedback.

only does the methodology combine both

over the next decade that will show what is

linear and creative thinking it also requires

beginning to manifest and become a reality.

that a diverse set of participant(s), from

Phases 2 and 3 can be repeated multiple

Phase 5: Output (Post Workshop)

times during the workshop to generate a

The final phase of the methodology

high volume of threat futures.

translates the findings into an output. The

The research synthesis workbooks, along
with the Futurecasting and Backcasting
workbooks, make up the Threatcasting
Methodology's raw data to be processed by
the analyst(s).

F O R this workshop we repeated
the exercise only once. There were
six teams with between two to five
participants. Teams Ruby, Garnet,
Peridot, Amethyst, Topaz and Sapphire.

Phase 4: Post Analysis, Synthesis, and
Findings (Post Workshop)
After the workshop's conclusion, the
analyst(s) study the raw data, using multiple
techniques to cluster and identify the
possible and potential. These findings are
documented and sometimes peer-reviewed
by the participants and SMEs. Additional
research is conducted if needed, and the
technical documentation captures the

Applied Futures Foundation determines
this output in Phase 0. The correct output
(e.g. technical report, academic paper,
podcast, etc.) is determined by the person
or organization that will be applying or using
the Applied Futures Findings for decision
making.

F O R this workshop the report is made
public by the participants organizations,
People Centered Internet and the Global
Help Desk.

both inside and outside of the industry
gather and collaborate. This diversity of
participant(s) and the multidisciplinary
nature of the sources it draws upon, paired
with multiple guided exercises to explore
possible futures, enables groups to envision
a complex and evolving futures landscape.

PA RT I C I PA N T ( S )
The Applied Futures workshop is a
process curated, produced, and facilitated
by the Lab.
Participants include critical voices from
organizations, businesses, government
entities, non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) with a long-term vested interest in
the identified area to explore. Participants
come with a wide range of domains,
experiences, expertise, education, and
passion. The workshop is curated, and
custom-designed small groups of 3 to 4
people are created using their backgrounds,
influences, and expertise. At the workshops,
they provide opinions and use their
imaginations to co-create futures.
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THREAT FUTURES

THE FUTURE OF HUMAN
ABILITY

Future 1

TWO - 2031

Title: The World had once been Dark

“The world was dark…” Sadi repeated and
paused, remembering the accident. The
darkness. It seemed so long ago. She
repeated again: “The world was dark and
with the sun then came the light came…

ONE - 2029
The world was dark.

For the Applied Futures Workshop, we explored the effect of disabling conditions and
technology on learning and earning potential ten years in the future. Exploring this concept
provides a means to capture, understand and specify the types of experiences uniquely
abled humans have and how they intersect with the individuals earning and learning
potential and, therefore, their unique value for all of society.
The following narratives offer experiential stories set in the year 2031.

Sadi was scared.

That doesn’t seem right.” She mused.

“Ms. Sanchez,” a voice called in the
darkness. “Ms. Sanchez? Can you hear
me? Nod if you can hear me?”

Sadi leaned back in her chair. Her work rig
surrounded her. Following the accident and
her loss of sight Sadi embraced the support
network and technologies. They created a
new kind of situational awareness that was
completely aligned with her needs. Once
connected to everything in the environment,
Sadi used voice commands to function
inside this new future, earning a living and
learning a new trade.

Sadi nodded.
Her mind raced. What had happened? She
remembered getting to the plant a little
late…
“There’s been an accident,” the voice
reported.
She remembered. The accident. The pain.
Then she passed out.

Being part of this workshop was life-transforming
for me - the scenarios triggered connections with
so much of my life - bringing back vignettes and
epiphanies that I could never have connected
without the prompts - talking in
a small group of three people brought such
intense exchange, the intimacy of the stories
we shared brought back to life long buried
memories and feelings. The workshop was a
wake up call to the humanity within me which had
been dormant.
Mei Lin Fung

“Tito,” Sadi called out. “My son. My son.
Someone needs to get him…I didn’t have
time to spot off from the diner…I had to get
to the plant…”
“Ms. Sanchez there’s a social worker on her
way,” the calm voice responsed. “My name
is Juanita. I’m here to help you…”
“Why can’t I see?” Sadi asked touching the
bandages that covered her eyes.
“I’m here to help you Ms. Sanchez.”

A digital copy editor now, Sadi finished
work on a new children’s book about a little
boy that gets lost on the bank of a river
overnight. She listened to the machine
reading, correcting the book by voice,
letting the system get it ready for the
author’s review.
“How about this,” she began, “The world
had once been dark but with the sun came
the light…yes I think that’s better.”
She liked to picture her son Tito as the little
boy in the story. He was growing fast these
days.
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FUTURE 2
Title: The Far Widening Possible
“It has been said that you are one of the
best listeners in the world,” the reporter
began via a video link. “You transcend
traditional language. Your mayor told me
that you “feeling listen” - their worlds - to the
community. And that you are a superhero.”
That is very kind of them.” Kerubo blushed.
“I care very deeply for them…”
“Can you tell me the whole story,” the
reporter asked.
Kerubo sat in an old chair and activated
clear-mode on her CommunityVision
Lenses, gazing out the dwelling's main
room window. “It’s been a truly amazing
path. I was unable to secure a job because
of the cultural and institutionalized
discrimination against uniquely abled
humans like myself.

“My home town…no the whole region been
plagued for a decade by persistent drought,
food insecurity. The organized cybercrime
rings nearly destroyed our culture,
livelihoods, language...
“Is that why you all left?” the reporter
interrupted. “The migration?”
“We had no choice,” Kerubo replied. “When
we arrived in the camps I was recruited
on the "matchmaking" mentor system
CommMatch for social entrepreneurs. We
are globally linked. That’s how I became
a networked community mentor to
individuals over the world. The language
translation is nearly perfect now. My
community is across the world.”
“Would you say that all of the displaced are
your community?”
Kerubo thought for a moment and replied,
“That and more. I think the possibilities are
far wider than that…”

2031 T E C H N O LO G Y
LANDSCAPE

THE NEW ECONOMICS
OF HUMAN ABILITY

Sentient Tools represent the next stage

The speed of technological advance and

of intelligent, aware and social machines

the economies they create are transforming

that are designed specifically to interact

faster than ever experienced. Facebook,

with people. To better understand this new

Twitter, and Amazon Web Services (AWS)

classification let’s dissect its meaning.

didn't exist fifteen years ago. A decade

Sentient is defined as the ability to perceive
the world surrounding us and derive feeling
or meaning from those experiences. For a

ago, there was no Uber, no Kickstarter
or GoFundMe, no TikTok, Instagram, or
Whatsapp.

machine or tool, being able to derive meaning

With over 8.5 billion people predicted by the

infers that the tool is capable of some level

U.N. on the planet in 2030 (a billion more

of perception, processing and thinking. In

than today), two-thirds will live in mega cities

this case sentience is both the ability to

with populations of tens of millions.

sense the world around the tool but also to
process, understand, make meaning and
communicate with that world. To be able to
effectively interact with that world the tool
needs to be socially aware of the person it is
working with. It must understand the person
as an individual so that it can more effectively
communicate. The definition of a tool is

Over the next decade, global growth
continues to slow because emerging market
nations can no longer pick up the slack of
soft growth in more advanced economies.
Emerging nations make sufficient
investments in education and digital
infrastructure.

simple. People have been using tools for

Advancing economies and slowing growth

millions of years. A tool is anything used as

rates won't change technological speed. In

a means of accomplishing a task or purpose,

the coming decade, a scalable temporary

typically a device held in the hand, used to

workforce with flexibility and consideration

carry out a particular function. (Brian David

for strengths becomes more efficient than

Johnson, The Coming Age of Sentient Tools,

whole teams of full-time workers, said Chief

see appendix))

Economist John Hawksworth. Hawksworth
said the most significant impact on
economic growth over the coming decade is
the productivity of a nation's workforce and
how much value each employed member of
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the population generates.

•

Technological advances made it possible to
exploit previously considered inabilities as
new opportunities. Human abilities' complex
effects might make it tough to work out

•

community connectivity at a mass

over a decade of voice command ML

•

unrest, pandemics, and lack of access

social entrepreneurs

Workforce talent mapping solutions are
as artificial intelligence (AI), machine
learning (ML), 5G, and the Internet of
things (IoT)

•

The fast-moving, fully connected

Unique to many of the futures developed

human is an ideal target for threats,

in the workshop were very local instances

as the platform could be cognitively

of influence that destabilize businesses,

disorienting and confusing.

individuals, and communities, thus

Opportunities abound for emotional

destabilizing local economies. Multiple

manipulation.

futures identified social, economic, or
climate disaster situations that opened up

•

Invisible people, people without
formal identities, people outside of

a window of opportunity for an adversary

digital systems, people with untapped

or organization. These included an ongoing

brilliance, people not in formal

global pandemic (Covid-19) perspective

education systems, indigenous people,

amplified by destabilizing global events

those with disabilities who were

both positive and negative.

formally disconnected now have a way
to learn and earn on the platform.

•

Investments in humans over profit

•

Communities are saddled with fall

shifts measurements from gain matrix

out from supply chain failures and

to one of wellbeing.

consistent leaks of data, which creates
a global trust collapse.
•

Micro-communities build
"matchmaking" mentor systems for

constructed using sentinel tools such

D E S TA B I L I Z AT I O N A S
AMPLIFIERS

•

Climate change, civil and political

technologies result in climate refugees.

it's hard to measure today; in the future, this

Real-time translation of every existing
language at conversational speed built

to learning combined with advances in

trends or overall impact. At the same time,

•

(N.I.C) supply broadband and
scale and speed.

the exact cost, but there's no mistaking the

new value will have measurable matrixes.

Network Improvement Communities

Traditional farming is no longer viable,
leading to new agricultural methods
and cooperatives on the platform.

•

Micro-Multidirectional Mentorships
make the difference

•

The platform offers space to meet,
learn and earn.

•

Gamification of mentors matching
needs with complementary abilities,
building mentorship support groups.
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FUTURE THREAT INDICATORS

F U T U R E I N D I C AT O R S :
THE FINDINGS

N E W T E C H N O LO G Y A N D M E A S U R E M E N T
TOOLS
The following are findings that will affect human technological futures.
•

The climate crisis brings rise to new agricultural methods.

•

Instant global real-time translation of every existing language at conversational speed
via a decade of voice command Machine Learning (ML)

These coming futures will bring about a post-disability word that will shine a light on
uniquely abled humans' gifts, value, and worth. Peering into humans' unique abilities all
the way to the cellular level allows all humans to understand and amplify their abilities, be
it physical, emotional, social, or cognitive. All humans, globally, are able to earn and learn
on a shared platform matched with economic opportunities. Learning across languages,
geographic locations and previous physical barriers. The platform's connectivity provides
tools and pathways for each human to respond to community needs using their unique
abilities, thereby demonstrating massive community value.

WORKFORCE

•

Network Improvement Communities (NIC) in a box tools

•

New Tools that evaluate intention, impact, and cognitive wellbeing

•

Measurable outcomes shift from knowledge to wellbeing.

OUTLIERS
The following findings the analysts found notable but remained outside of the other
clustered areas.
•

Every global citizen has a Personal Stock Price (PSP)

The following are findings that will affect human earning opportunity futures.
•

As this future takes shape, a new framework redefines value and "productivity," so the
tools' syntax and design will be completely different. Language and visuals depictions
will change. The "who" and "how" the tools are being made over the coming decade
dramatically shapes this new framework.

•

Opinions are shaped by this framework and advance quickly to norms. There are
examples of this in very recent history. Moving from print to the web at the dawn of
the internet and Gen Z2 redefining binary gender in each the metaphors and mental
models shifted but in such a way that people barely noticed.

•

The 20th century notion of 'employees' becomes obsolete and new definition begins
to emerge in popular culture as well as Human Resources (HR) definitions.

•

A new workforce emerges via mapping humans' unique abilities.

•

The emergence and capitalization of a global linked platform that can read intangibles
for future workforce.
2

Generation Z also known as Gen Z, is the population born between the years 1997 to 2012
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FUTURE THREAT INDICATORS

FUTURE ACTIONS

COMMUNITY
Communities play a role in building connectivity across humans, building trust, and
providing space for humans to connect physically or virtually.
•

Construct virtual gathering spaces such as town squares

•

Create matching human abilities to mentors programs, locally within the community

•

Create learning support groups

ACADEMIA - TRAINING AND CURRICULUM
Academic institutions play a role in taking actions. By using academic freedom to
investigate unique research opportunities that could only be conducted only in academic

INDUSTRY

environments. Power of convening people together where industry or government agencies

Industry refers to companies ideating, designing, and producing technology, thus directly

would be unable to.

affecting humans.

•

•

Investment in new tools and training for mapping humans' unique abilities

•

Develop Gamification of mentoring networks

•

Invest in learning patterns of self-directed communities

•

Investment to develop and deploy Network Improvement Communities (NIC) in a box

Network Improvement Communities (NIC) in a box brings together solutionitis,
experienced knowledge managers, a methodology for knowing, and communities of
common interest.

•

Emotional intelligence & human dynamics become integrated with learning.

•

Self-directed curricula for education become mainstream.

•

Universities develop curriculum for unique ML programs.

•

"Standard" learning models are discontinued replaced by individualized models.

GOVERNMENTS
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tools
•

Investment in new tools that evaluate intention, impact, and cognitive wellbeing as
measurable outcomes shift from knowledge and productivity to wellbeing

•

Investment in new agricultural methods

•

Investment in voice use in Machine Learning (ML) opportunities

Government agencies are positioned to set policies, make legislation and regulations such
as the U.S. Law The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)3
•

Policies on indigenous communities' intellectual property rights

•

Regulations set for data to be self-owned

•

Regulations for the human unique abilities mapping system

•

Legislation to regulate technology

3
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) became law in 1990. The ADA is a civil rights law that prohibits discrimination against
individuals with disabilities in all areas of public life, including jobs, schools, transportation, and all public and private places that are
open to the general public. The purpose of the law is to make sure that people with disabilities have the same rights and opportunities
as everyone else. The ADA gives civil rights protections to individuals with disabilities similar to those provided to individuals on the
basis of race, color, sex, national origin, age, and religion.

CLOSING STATEMENT/CHALLENGE

C L O S I N G S TAT E M E N T
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Time present and time past
Are both perhaps present in time future,
And time future contained in time past.
If all time is eternally present
All time is unredeemable.
What might have been is an abstraction
Remaining a perpetual possibility
Only in a world of speculation.
What might have been and what has been
Point to one end, which is always present.
Footfalls echo in the memory
Down the passage which we did not take
- T.S. Eliot from Burnt Norton
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX

Thank you again for the remarkable futuring exercise you shared with us.
The methods shared, and how we got to work through the workbooks. The
collaborations flowed beautifully from conversations and questions in the
workbooks. It was super interesting to see all the elements in common
across the groups too.
The questions were excellent prompts to help us figure out the bigger
picture, and what pieces to leave in, or take out, in the final draft. The whole
process was so informative, and fun. I think it took the team to a new level
of getting to know each other.
-Brinda C Dalal, Global Help Desk
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SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS
A Subject Matter Expert (SME) is a person with a particular expertise, perspective or
opinion that is selected by the Analyst(s) as a prompt for the Threatcasting Workshop.
SMEs do not participate in the workshop. They can participate in a peer review of the
findings after the analyst(s) conduct the post analysis.

which creates a lot of new things.

Curated inputs from subject matter experts helped inform the futures modeled in this
workshop. Transcripts of the recordings follow they were transcribed by machine. Context
might be missing or misplaced.

So broadband will be everywhere and I'm

So if you looked at 10 years from now, then
you know, working from anywhere for a lot
of people will be much easier than it is now.
talking from a European perspective and
we have it already. So for most of us, it's
not even, working from home or not. I see it

G U I D O VA N N I S P E N
Publisher at MENSEN,WORK
Question:

them. So one of the things, if I look 10 years
ahead, that is a extremely long period and
on the other end of the extremely short
period, because I think what we've seen to
COVID-19 is that a lot of the research and

here has become so easy and everybody's
used to it. I think the second thing where
people sometimes forget is, through COVID
and the working at home, we have become
much more personal, like in maybe a year

digital things have come forward years.

ago, you and I would be sitting in an office

formerly disabling conditions, on uniquely

So where a very few people would be

abled humans learning and earning potential

working at home and a lot of companies

would be video conferencing from an office.

ten years in the future? And what keeps you

didn't want people to work at home. Now,

up at night on this topic?

the prediction is that it will become a little

What effects do you see of coolabilities,

I think one of the extremely interesting
points, especially in the U S is that people
with handicaps are seen as problems is
a huge group. And it's a very underserved
group as well, which means that you have
a large part of your population that has
difficulties finding jobs, keeping jobs,
et cetera. And that's a fascinating thing
because you would expect that in the
current state of knowledge of working
with people we should be much better in
finding great roles for everybody. And I
think that the second thing is, and we call
it Coolabilities because its strength is in
weakening conditions as other people might
see it is we are quite good at pinpointing

bit more than it is and less than it is now, but
it will be a fundamental shift. So I think if I
looked at this issue a year ago, I would have
looked at it very differently because now a
lot of people with cool abilities that wouldn't
have been able to do things because they
wouldn't be able to, to get to a workplace or,
you know, operate really well in a workplace
or they couldn't move to a location where
that kind of work would be done. Has
changed completely, which means that for
a lot of things, there's a fundamental shift,
disregarding credibility as, as a whole, but
creating a lot of opportunities for good
abilities, because if you work from home
and it doesn't really matter where you work
from, there's a lot of things you can do,

and we would be meeting together, or we
Now we're in each other's living rooms. So
yeah, we get much more about personality.
The interesting thing there is that in a
virtual communication setting, you know, a
lot of things which are very big strengths in
daily life.

that find that difficult in cities because of
the commuting or, their health. And I think
for the from a technological and medical
perspective, we will be much better in
mapping requirements for jobs. Now it's
quite straightforward still, you know, you
have reviews, you may go to LinkedIn and
that's as more or less as advanced as we
get. If you look forward 10 years from now,
you know, I think it will be even a smaller, it's
not that long ago that we had a profession
and the profession has been broken down
into jobs or, elements that need to be done.
And in 10 years from now, I believe it will
be so much more sophisticated that it will
be even a more smaller level, where you
break things down. So where now there's
a lot of energy spent on, training people in
organizations, because you expect them to
be around your organization for a long time.
So you need to upskill them. Re-skill them
retrain them, have all kinds of things, which
is, you know, sometimes a very complex,

If you would be, you know, super fit, then

difficult and expensive thing that, because

you could walk around and all these kinds

you might be, if you're like an insurance

of things have become relevant. They are

company 10 years ago, you would have

unimportant, because if we sitting in front

very different processes to do now. So

of little camera, you don't need to move

if you would stick around with the same

around. A lot of them, you know, you don't

people, you would need to re-skill them all

need to run from meeting to meeting. You

completely. That would be an issue because

can just do it. And secondly, you know, it

now that everybody can be re-skilled. So if

becomes much more personal as well. So if

you look forward again, 10 years, I think the

you combine these kinds of elements that

quantum leap will be even bigger than the

working from home will be more or less a

looking backwards 10 years. So that means,

standard. A lot of people might move out

professions will become jobs, will become

of cities so that means that a lot of people

micro jobs, and then it becomes extremely
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important that your mapping gets even

be. Let's take somebody with ADHD. They're

people say Facebook is probably the best

better and better.

very creative, they're very impulsive, they're

platform in the world to find your life

very fast moving and let's put those kinds

partner, because they know more about you

of people in situations where we want the

than you do yourself. And I think in 10 years

opposite. And so I think the positive sites

from now, imagine where the Facebooks of

Like people on the autism spectrum might

will be explored and exploited, in the benefit

this world will be. They know everything, you

have a great quotability of focus. So, if you

of the people with coolabilities.

know, they know more about you than you

If we look at cool abilities, let's take a couple
of very simple examples.

would just rank them, like next to all the
other kinds of people, they would have a
disability, but if you're a great in mapping
them and things that needs extreme focus,
and they don't need to be at the same
office, and you don't need to create all
kinds of complex environments to do to
work for them, imagine what you can do.
And secondly, you can micro target them
by understanding what their strengths are
and when they are required. And then there
could be an upside that has a certain value,
much higher value than now where they
basically, a lot of people with disabilities do
very low end jobs. So if you look, if you see
those kinds of movements moving, I think
there's a lot of positive to be expected.

But I think there's a certain risk as well in
the 10 year timeframe that the strengths
will be used against others as well. And I
think if you start using very specific people
in very specific roles it has a danger that all
the diversity inclusion goes, and that I think
is an issue with coolabilities, you know, the
good thing is it's very easy to identify, but it's
very difficult to create. They're very inclusive
and diverse environment incorporating all
opposite. So it's not like they balance each
other out, but they might make very difficult
themes. So if you combine these things like
working from home, a lot of technology, a
lot of knowledge about coolabilities and
how it can be effectively positions. I think
for the general workforce, it really probably

the, better you get a mapping things, it's

do a lot of, for people that are in difficult

like in information warfare, you know, micro

positions now.

that if you use people's cool
abilities in micro-targeting, you know, from
them to others and from others through
them you might create very complex
situations where, the system works in
a certain way, because that's the way
you directed it. And I think that's quite a
dangerous element that potentially could

combine that with these kinds of, you know,
uh, very specific strengths, I think it can be
extremely powerful, but there's also a big
downside. The world population will grow
by 25%. The next year's work will be relevant
for 50 years. And the technology
is way behind making sure that these first
two things make a better future. In other
words, future.

B R I A N D AV I D
JOHNSON
Futurist, Professor Arizona State
University, Director Threatcasting
Lab
Question:
What effects do you see sentient tools

The story of the turtle and the Fox his

having on uniquely abled humans learning

famous Russian information warfare

and earning potential ten years in the future?

story. Do you know that I think that's

And what should we know about these

where it becomes dangerous, because if

constellations of technology?

you select people that are very powerful
in microtargeting, certain groups that are
receptive to the kind of modeling they
do and the kind of way they attract some

So as you begin to look out into the future
and model both positive and negative
futures, I would say consider technology,
not a single technology but a constellation
of technologies. For me, we know that
over the next decade, we're going to see
multiple technologies being used all over
the world. These (technologies) are going
to fundamentally change how we act and
interact with technology and, ultimately,
how we act and interact with each other.
So these technologies include things like
artificial intelligence. So we know we're
going to have more and more artificial
intelligence but when I say AI what I mean is
more industrial-grade AI. This is the artificial
intelligence that does work; it flies our

of them because very many of them are

But there are also some threats, because

targeting is super effective, which means

will ever know about yourself. And if you

Threatcasting Lab there.

Hello everybody, I'm Brian David Johnson.
I'm a futurist, a professor at Arizona
State University, and the director of the

planes; it gives us suggestions it looks at
large amounts of data and gives us a return
on probabilistic answers looking at that.
I'm not talking about smarter than human
AI; that's generally a different conversation
and one that's a little more philosophical.
So when I say AI, what I mean is more of
an industrial-grade AI. Next, we know that
we're going to see more and more smart
cities coming online. What's interesting
about smart cities is that it is a collection
of technologies from parking meters to
smart infrastructure to smart buildings. It
is at a broad-scale, and one of the things
we always say about the future is that the
future is local, and this is very true about
smart cities. All smart cities will be different
because all cities are different, and how
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they use these technologies will look very

we're going to have a lot more robots and

different.

a lot more robotics, and these are both

So on the macro-level, we know we're going
to have more and more smart cities. On the
micro-level, we're going to have the internet
of things or possibly the industrial internet
of things. The internet of things is just the
ability to take an object and make it smart
to give it some computational power to give
it some connectivity and some sensing to
be able to know what's going on so you can
pretty much turn anything in your life into
a computer. The next thing we know that
we're going to have is what I, from a geek
standpoint I as a technological futurist,
call distributed computing, so we know
that we're going to have computational
intelligence wherever we need it. It might
be up in the cloud or in big server farms.
It might be at an edge server, it might be
a server in a building, or it might even be
in a device that you own. But just the idea
that you'll have computational intelligence
wherever you need it to apply it to these
problems. Next, we know that we're going

physical robots, right? We're starting to see
robots move from the factory floor to the
warehouse floor, and I believe we're going
to see them moving more into the homes,
and we're going to see them moving more
into kind of healthcare and education. We're
going to have kind of going back to AI; we're
going to have kind of autonomous digital
robots as well, so these will be these agents
that are going out and doing things on our
behalf. And some of them will be tied very
closely to us, and some of them won't be.
Imagine not only having a single AI or like a
Siri or a Cortana or an Alexa, but imagine if
you had multiple AIs, not just one. You could
have multiple AI's that were kind of helping
you make decisions and helping you. And
that had different viewpoints and different
goals and what that would do for your
decision-making. So think about all of these
technologies coming together. And for me,
how I think about those is I call them the
coming age of sentient tools.

to have autonomy on land, sea, and air, so

Now a sentient tool is a very specific thing.

the ability for us to move people around

Number one, it's aware, so it is culturally

and move things around as well. It's not

aware that it is physically aware of its

just a single thing, so it's not just a single

surroundings. But also the people who are

self-driving car or a self-piloting drone or

around it as well as the culture that it's in.

self-sailing ship. It's this complex network

And being very aware and in tune with its

of multiple areas multiple vehicles that are

environment. So number one, it's aware.

all moving together and allows us to really
optimize the movement of the physical
world as it gets moved into the digital
world. And then finally, we know we know

Number two it can think. So it has this
industrial intelligence, this industrial
artificial intelligence to be able to go and

process large amounts of information and

people, and there's a lot of technology

sort of make autonomous decisions.

and processes and procedures, but it's

Thirdly and most importantly, a sentient
tool will be social. It will know you, and it will
know you as an individual; it will know the
people who surround you.

always about people. And sentient tools
are actually going to allow us to bring all of
these technological advances together and
actually focus them more on making the
lives of humans better and how we define

Imagine having a sentient building that

better, and what we're going to do with

knows everybody who's inside that building.

them. That is actually our goal as we think

Now, of course, there are some privacy

about the future. How do we harness all of

concerns and things like that - that are

these constellations of technologies? How

really, really important. But imagine a

do we take sentient tools and begin to think

machine that understands if you're an

about what are the new problems we can

introvert or an extrovert. It understands

solve?

if you're tired or if you're ready to go and
out there ready to go. So it'll have a level
of computing that is intensely, intensely
human, and that's really the point of the
coming age of sentient tools. As we begin
to see that this groundswell of technology,
this constellation of technologies is actually
going to allow computational power to
relate to us on a much more human level.
To communicate with us, whether it be
via a screen or via audio or I've done work
with architects who said they could have
buildings that are starting to talk with
you through the light and through moving
around the walls. So it really kind of blooms
out how all of this technology will be able to
act and interact with people.
That's ultimately what this is about as a
technological futurist, I always tell people
that everything we do is about people.
It begins with people and ends with
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Resources sited by participants in workbooks

REFERENCES

The coming age of sentient tools By Brian David Johnson
https://newsroom.cisco.com/feature-content?type=webcontent&articleId=1815348

https://childrenandarmedconflict.un.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/190128_
monusco_our_strength_is_in_our_youth_child_recruitment_and_use_by_armed_groups_in_
the_drc_2014-2017_final_english_0.pdf
Papua New Guinea Demographic and Health Survey National Statistical Office Port
Moresby, Papua New Guinea The DHS Program ICF Rockville, Maryland, USA
The 2016-18 Papua New Guinea Demographic and Health Survey (2016-18 PNG DHS) was
implemented by the National Statistical Office.
https://dhsprogram.com/pubs/pdf/FR364/FR364.pdf

A New Labor Market for People with 'Coolabilities' By David Nordfors, Chally Grundwag,
V. R. Ferose https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tQPVoCLrLi5GZJOyRk3z_
IoT9CnWmU2nOrJ3XpXva20/edit?usp=sharing

The Global and Regional Asperger's Syndrome Partnership (GRASP)
https://rarediseases.org/organizations/global-and-regional-aspergers-syndromepartnership-grasp/ and https://grasp.org/

Coolabilities: The Key To A World of Newfound Potential
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/coolabilities-key-world-newfound-potential-moniquemorrow/

The Asperger/Autism Network (AANE) provides individuals, families, and professionals
with information, education, community, support, and advocacy
https://www.aane.org/

A New Talent Market: “Coolabilities”, Enhanced Abilities in Disabling Conditions
https://medium.com/@chally_60587/a-new-talent-market-coolabilities-enhanced-abilitiesin-disabling-conditions-a5f8a2f34e9

Ascend Group - Autism & Asperger Info Online resources for individuals, families and
professionals
https://www.ascendgroup.org/autism-asperger-online-resources

“COOLABILITIES” - ENHANCED ABILITIES IN DISABLING CONDITIONS By Chally
Grundwag, Nurit Yirmiya, David Nordfors
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v7mEss_YQZC_GRQ3c-vc0l_
ILLTtbjuCzsOKeqXKOQM/edit?usp=sharing

Uniquely Gifted Resources for Twice-Exceptional Children
http://www.uniquelygifted.org/

REFERENCES
Reference Sources for GHD Coolabilities Research

David Nordfors - Matching Talent with Opportunity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5FOndw9ue4w
The People Centered Economy, i4j Innovation for Jobs
https://i4j.info/
Why sentient tools will be catastrophic to the job market
https://www.cio.com/article/3129277/why-sentient-tools-will-be-catastrophic-to-the-jobmarket.html

Book Uniquely Gifted: Identifying and Meeting the Needs of the Twice-Exceptional Student,
edited by Kiesa Kay
Documentary: The Avocado War 57min | Episode aired 4 October 2019 Director: Lucy
Kennedy
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt11064620/
Hechinger Report: New studies challenge the claim that black students are sent to special
ed too much. Two quantitative studies find that black students are under-identified for
disabilities at school
https://hechingerreport.org/new-studies-challenge-the-claim-that-black-students-are-sentto-special-ed-too-much/
The Global Climate Collaborative
https://www.climatecollaborative.com/
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Uniquely Gifted Resources for Twice-Exceptional Children
http://www.uniquelygifted.org/
Book Uniquely Gifted: Identifying and Meeting the Needs of the Twice-Exceptional Student,
edited by Kiesa Kay
Documentary: The Avocado War 57min | Episode aired 4 October 2019 Director: Lucy
Kennedy
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt11064620/
Hechinger Report: New studies challenge the claim that black students are sent to special
ed too much. Two quantitative studies find that black students are under-identified for
disabilities at school
https://hechingerreport.org/new-studies-challenge-the-claim-that-black-students-are-sentto-special-ed-too-much/
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The Global Climate Collaborative
https://www.climatecollaborative.com/

Eileen Clegg, vTapestry
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FUTURES WORKBOOKS

TEAM NAME
SCENARIO TITLE
DATE OF FUTURE EVENT (year)

Future and Threatcasting Workbook
Team Amethyst
Sadie helps the world see differently
2031

DATA POINTS
NOTE: Use the folloiwng data points as prompts to get
you thinking about the future
Strengths identified in what is traditionally seen as weakening
conditions
Micro Targeting - Everything becomes individualized,
customized and personalized
Constellation of Technologies coming together or 'The Golden
Age of Sentient Tools"
The future is local and everything is "Smart"

In groups, participants develop scenarios based on data inputs from subject matter
experts. These scenarios followed an outline designed to envision a person in a place
experiencing an event. Participants answered a variety of questions about their character,
including, "Describe how your person experiences the event." Groups were pushed to
backcast. This foresight tool defines what we have control over, what we do not have
control over, and the steps we should take to disrupt, mitigate, and recover from these
futures up to ten years out.
This exercise and the workbooks were used to inform the scenarios found in this report.
Participants met over several sessions to complete the Threatcasting process.
The information found in the following pages is raw data pulled directly from the
workbooks and has not been spell checked or edited.

PART ONE: The Actors
WHO IS YOUR PERSON?
NOTE: Remember to give as much detail as possible.
The power is in the details. Please write as though you
are writing for someone who is not "in the room" or in
your group.
Sadie, single mom of 2 kids, Maisie (7) and Billy (10). Sadie is
32 years old, and works the early day shift at the town diner.
After work, she has to take care of her children, which makes it
Who is your person, gender, age, name, occupation, family,
difficult to have any time for herself.
community?
Sadie and her children live in a poor community in Appalachia poor economically, poor transporation, poor internet access, few
Where do they live, urban or rural/house/apartment/farm/tent? work opportunities.
Sadie has a chronic visual impairment which makes her job
difficult. She gets by mostly because of her familiarity with the
environment and the layout of the diner. The townspeople know
about her condition and are patient when ite takes her some
time to fill their orders.
What is the problem they are experiencing?
Briefly describe how your person first experiences the
problem (The Event) and possible 2nd/3rd order effects.
Include what their reactions might be.

Who else in the person's life is involved if anyone?
What brought about the problem? Was it a person, group,
organization, situation ,condition operating environment?
What vulnerabilities does this expose?

Throughout her life, Sadie has had trouble accessing rich
internet content (such as maps and online classes).
Sadie's children are involved/affected. If better internet access
were available, Sadie would be able to take online classes and
perhaps get a better job altogether, or at least help manage the
diner from a business perspective.
Condition - condition the internet being visually based to great
extent
Weakness in reaching all audiences. Sadie's inability to train for
any work beyond physical labor.

PART TWO: Experience Questions (from the perspective of "the person" experiencing the problem)
CHOOSE TWO
All through her life, minimal content for the visually impaired has
slowed Sadie's ability to learn, to move ahead. Particularly when
"The Event" - How will your person first learn of or experience she applied to a local community college, she was confronted
with not being able to help her family advance.
the problem? What events or actions led up to it?
What will this make your person do that they normally would Take low paying, labor intensive work in order to survive the
not?
short term.
When the person first encounters the problem, what will they Public rejection of her dream to attend local community college.
see? What will the scene feel like?
Disheartening for Sadie.
The rejection will be at the college when the school informs her
How will information be delivered to the person? Where and
they are not equipped to help her learn w/ vision issues. Sadie
how will the person connect and communicate this
will have to go home and tell her kids "not to dream too high".
information with others?
What will the person have to do to access people, services,
Potentially move the family. Pay for increased access to the
technology and information they need?
internet personally.
Not tapping the potential of entire communities. While some of
the population is able to prepare for new jobs, poor, isolated
What are the broader implications of a threat like this for
communities can only cater to the "standard" learning model.
people, communities and organizations?
PART THREE: Enabling Questions - What will help enable
the solution to the problem?
CHOOSE TWO
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Barriers and Roadblocks: What are the existing barriers
(local, governmental, political, defense, cultural, etc) that need Existing barrier: translating visual content to be accessible to the
visually impaired is labor intensive. Not a lot of content is
to be overcome to bring about the solution to the problem ?
How do these barriers and roadblocks differ geographically? available for the visually impaired.
New Practices: What new approaches will be used to bring
about the solution and how will the problem solver enlist the
help of the broader community?
Business Models: What new business models and practices
will be in place to enable the solution?
Research Pipeline: What technology is available today that
can be used to develop the solution? What future technology
will be developed?
AI will be able to provide the solution; the AI provider will train
Ecosystem Support: What support is needed? What elements Sadie in AI so that she can provide input from a visually
impaired perspective.
must the solution provider team up with or utilize?

TEAM NAME
SCENARIO TITLE
DATE OF FUTURE EVENT (year)

1 Incorporate diversity into AI training algorithms
2 Beefed up regulations/guidance for all coolabilities online training
3

Strengths identified in what is traditionally seen as weakening
conditions
Micro Targeting - Everything becomes individualized,
customized and personalized
Constellation of Technologies coming together or 'The Golden
Age of Sentient Tools"
The future is local and everything is "Smart"
PART ONE: The Actors
WHO IS YOUR PERSON?
NOTE: Remember to give as much detail as possible.
The power is in the details. Please write as though you
are writing for someone who is not "in the room" or in
your group.
Who is your person, gender, age, name, occupation, family,
community?

4
more... ...
What are the Flags (indicators)?
What are the indicators over the next decade that the future
you have described is beginning to happen. Remember that
flags build off each other. Flag A enables Flag B. List the
multiple flags in sequence.
Indicator Set 1
Flag A More regulations for training are established.
Universities develop curriculum on considering coolabilities when
Flag B developing online content.

More classes become available with better accommodations for the
Flag C visually impaired.

Grace, female, Rwanda, 18 years old, student at Gashora
graduating soon, on scholarship
came from rural region in Rwanda and is now staying on
Where do they live, urban or rural/house/apartment/farm/tent? Gashora campus
Climate crisis tragedy has begun to strike the region - lack of
crop viability and ability to be outside. Grace who has autism is
headed to an urban center to learn agrotech tools to help the
family and co-op while facing serious climate change
implications
What is the problem they are experiencing?
Grace is not used to having her disability looked at as a positive.
She wants to help her family and the co-op and is building the
self confidence to know that she can contribute. The Gashora
Briefly describe how your person first experiences the
Girl"s Academy has a choatic, diverse environment and Grace is
problem (The Event) and possible 2nd/3rd order effects.
figuring out how to best engage in this environment.
Include what their reactions might be.
Who else in the person's life is involved if anyone?

Flag D
Indicator Set 2
Flag A More classes for the visually impaired become available.

What brought about the problem? Was it a person, group,
organization, situation ,condition operating environment?

Flag B Visually impared receive better training.
Flag C Better job opportunities for the visually impaired become available.
Flag D
What vulnerabilities does this expose?

Indicator Set 3
Flag A
Flag B
Flag C
Flag D

2031

DATA POINTS
NOTE: Use the following data points as prompts to get
you thinking about the future

PART FOUR– Backcasting - What are the actions and indicators over time?
What are the Gates (actions)?
What actions need to be taken in the next decade to enable
and bring about the solution to the problem?

Future and Threatcasting Workbook
Garnet

Family, neighboring families, teachers
Family is part of a co-op (sharing of strategy, tech, etc.) and
Grace has gone to urban center in Rwanda to learn about
agrotech in order to help the co-op and create more efficiency,
higher output on the farm, make more $ towards family, her
education and community. She has autism which gives her an
advantage because she has higher attention to detail
Social engagement - Socially engaged because she is in public
arena- she has challenges using her voice in a group setting
Is the family connected to the internet to connect with Grace in
an urban center? Do they have the capital to invest in agrotech
to modernize their farm along with their coop?

PART TWO: Experience Questions (from the perspective of "the person" experiencing the problem)
CHOOSE TWO
Forecast that ongoing drought and intense heat is going to be
the new consistent normal and only going to get worse. There
"The Event" - How will your person first learn of or experience has been a few deaths in community from heat stroke. Old style
farming will become untenable
the problem? What events or actions led up to it?
What will this make your person do that they normally would Learn what she need's to do to not become a climate refugee.
not?
Become a leader in a the co-op.

When the person first encounters the problem, what will they
see? What will the scene feel like?

How will information be delivered to the person? Where and
how will the person connect and communicate this
information with others?

Grace is not just studying agrotech to help, but is doing it to save
her community. Not just knowledgeable to improve a bit - she
feels fully empowered to find a model for the rest of the
continent. The situation calls for her to be a leader; only through
her leadership can her community survive. Leadership in
partnership not in domination, is the only path forward.
Young women are going to be looking at each other, they are all
suffering and say "we all need to do this." Young women at the
school together saying "it's going to be us". Gashora girls
leadership academy will have a class/teacher/somebody (more
than 1) where theres a point in time when she understand what
leadership means. She understands its leadership about right
now. Each of the girls with her will get the same thing.

Grace is a leader driving committed action and she will use a
cell phone, internet access, sustinece, premier agriculture
resources (science and sociology) and access to the Gashora
Girls academy resources and water.

What will the person have to do to access the people,
services, technology and information they need?

Forward looking leaders who are empowered,
people/profit/environment are equally important (cultivating
triple-bottom line), mass migration/climate refugees, risk of lack
of resources for extraction (used up) and supply chain failures,
flooding

What are the broader implications of a threat like this for
people, communities and organizations?
PART THREE: Enabling Questions - What will help enable
the solution to the problem?
CHOOSE TWO
Barriers and Roadblocks: What are the existing barriers
(local, governmental, political, defense, cultural, etc) that need
to be overcome to bring about the solution to the problem ?
How do these barriers and roadblocks differ geographically?
New Practices: What new approaches will be used to bring
about the solution and how will the problem solver enlist the
help of the broader community?
Business Models: What new business models and practices
will be in place to enable the solution?

Viewing motivation not as selfishness, but seeking solutions for
the common good; need long term strategic thinking; measure
organizational success on a long term basis; business as usual
mentality
Need for co-op to pull $ from farmers to build indoor farming and
continue with other farms, and air conditioned thru solar energy.
Sell excess energy to towns. Food customers might invest.
Solar supply chain accessible in remote areas, microfinance at
local co-op level, farmer has $ to pay for solar, capture/storage
of excess energy capabilities; practice of community success >
profit; community vs individual values
new agricultural methods (indoor); improved solar; electricty
access

Research Pipeline: What technology is available today that
can be used to develop the solution? What future technology community micrgrid; NIC in a box; no longer profit on internet
access
will be developed?
Ecosystem Support: What support is needed? What elements
must the solution provider team up with or utilize?
"The Global Climate Collaborative" and the United Nations
PART FOUR– Backcasting - What are the actions and indicators over time?
What are the Gates (actions)?
What actions need to be taken in the next decade to enable
and bring about the solution to the problem?
1 technology transfer for concentrated indoor agriculture
2 cooperative formation
3 internet access and funding
4
more... ...
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SCENARIO TITLE
DATE OF FUTURE EVENT (year)

Team Peridot
2031

DATA POINTS
NOTE: Use the folloiwng data points as prompts to get
you thinking about the future
Strengths identified in what is traditionally seen as weakening conditions
Micro Targeting - Everything becomes individualized, customized and personalized
Constellation of Technologies coming together or 'The Golden Age of Sentient Tools"
The future is local and everything is "Smart"
PART ONE: The Actors
WHO IS YOUR PERSON?
NOTE: Remember to give as much detail as possible.
The power is in the details. Please write as though you
are writing for someone who is not "in the room" or in
your group.
Who is your person, gender, age, name, occupation, family,
community?
Ade -- one sister, father is banker, short in stature male from Lagos, Nigera, 25 years old,
Where do they live, urban or rural/house/apartment/farm/tent? Urban environment - living an aparment with roommate
Ade has a magnetic personality, incredible capacity to communicate, and a desire to create as an
entrepreneur. His challenge is what to create, with whom, and for whom. He is special, and doesn't know
where to place his focus.
What is the problem they are experiencing?
Ade is frustrated, feeling like he is rabbit-chasing and frog-kissing, having a hard time maintaining his hope as
Briefly describe how your person first experiences the
he doesn't know what to do. As a result, he's falling behind on his rent payments and feeling like he's
problem (The Event) and possible 2nd/3rd order effects.
disappointing his father and former believers. This prompts Ade to want to work harder and still not knowing
Include what their reactions might be.
where to direct his energy.
Ade's parents want him to get a job, and his girlfriend Ige wants him to live up to the potential she sees in
Who else in the person's life is involved if anyone?
him.
His own expectations, along with those who are close to him, have amplified this challenge. Also the
economic necessity to do something that produces income, as well as the Western idea of the hero--that he
What brought about the problem? Was it a person, group,
needs to be special.
organization, situation ,condition operating environment?
What vulnerabilities does this expose?
Untapped talent
PART TWO: Experience Questions (from the perspective of "the person" experiencing the problem)
CHOOSE TWO
Ade experiences how much people believe him, like him, and listen to him. He has a lot of opportunities, and
believes because of his magnetism that at least one will happen that will lead to more and more. He believes
something is going to "click" and his future will come together. One day he goes to make his rent payment on
"The Event" - How will your person first learn of or experience his phone and his phone informs him he has insufficient funds and will not have enough money for the next
month. This is the moment he recognizes that something needs to change.
the problem? What events or actions led up to it?
What will this make your person do that they normally would
not?
When the person first encounters the problem, what will they
see? What will the scene feel like?
How will information be delivered to the person? Where and
how will the person connect and communicate this
information with others?
What will the person have to do to access people, services,
technology and information they need?
What are the broader implications of a threat like this for
people, communities and organizations?

Events like these can drive "acts of desperation" and addictions, and keep talented people (especially with
social gifts) going into societal roles and functions that create money more than value.

PART THREE: Enabling Questions - What will help enable
the solution to the problem?
CHOOSE TWO
Barriers and Roadblocks: What are the existing barriers
(local, governmental, political, defense, cultural, etc) that need
to be overcome to bring about the solution to the problem ?
How do these barriers and roadblocks differ geographically?

What are the Flags (indicators)?
What are the indicators over the next decade that the future
you have described is beginning to happen. Remember that
flags build off each other. Flag A enables Flag B. List the
multiple flags in sequence.
Indicator Set 1
Flag A Successful pilot indoor farms showing set-up cost breakthroughs
Flag B
Flag C
Flag D
Indicator Set 2
Flag A

New Practices: What new approaches will be used to bring
about the solution and how will the problem solver enlist the
help of the broader community?
Business Models: What new business models and practices
will be in place to enable the solution?
Research Pipeline: What technology is available today that
can be used to develop the solution? What future technology
will be developed?
Ecosystem Support: What support is needed? What elements
must the solution provider team up with or utilize?

People need places/communities/platforms to turn to for guidance, support, connections. Could Ade's talent
be known through assessments or technology? Could Ade's direction be clarfiied through coaching? Is
coaching scalable for situations like these? Somehow we need ways to identify untapped energy and talent,
or for those people to self-identify.
There is an opportunity for a global platform that can read intangibles that are beyond skills and proficiencies.
Right now in the system of hard skills, job descriptions, etc. people with coolabilities can be overlooked, lost,
and discounted.

PART FOUR– Backcasting - What are the actions and indicators over time?

Flag B
Flag C

What are the Gates (actions)?
What actions need to be taken in the next decade to enable
and bring about the solution to the problem?

Flag D

1 Cultural acceptance of self-awareness / internal work
2 Financial support / sponsorship during periods of incubation

Indicator Set 3
Flag A
Flag B
Flag C
Flag D

3 Education that prompts creativity and action within new paradigms
4 Tools and resources that evaluate intention and impact
more... Available help with forming and modifying vision
What are the Flags (indicators)?
What are the indicators over the next decade that the future
you have described is beginning to happen. Remember that
flags build off each other. Flag A enables Flag B. List the
multiple flags in sequence.
Indicator Set 1

Flag A

TEAM NAME

Flag B
Flag C
Flag D
Indicator Set 2
Flag A

SCENARIO TITLE
DATE OF FUTURE EVENT (year)
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Ruby
Cloud migration of 21 year old autistic female from Kibera,
Kenya
2031

DATA POINTS
NOTE: Use the folloiwng data points as prompts to get
you thinking about the future

Flag B
Flag C
Flag D

Strengths identified in what is traditionally seen as weakening
conditions
Micro Targeting - Everything becomes individualized,
customized and personalized
Constellation of Technologies coming together or 'The Golden
Age of Sentient Tools"
The future is local and everything is "Smart"

Indicator Set 3
Flag A Emotional intelligence & human dynamics become integrated with learning
Flag B Teachers become trained in facilitation as much as subject matter
Flag C Self-directed curricula for education becomes mainstream
Flag D Measurable outcomes shift from knowledge to wellbeing

PART ONE: The Actors
WHO IS YOUR PERSON?
NOTE: Remember to give as much detail as possible.
The power is in the details. Please write as though you
are writing for someone who is not "in the room" or in
your group.
Who is your person, gender, age, name, occupation, family,
Athiambo Okeyo; female, twenty-one; agricultural community;
community?
She speaks Swahili and Dholuo; Part of the Luo tribe
Where do they live, urban or rural/house/apartment/farm/tent? She lives in a shanty in the slum in Kibera
She migrated from a rual village to Kibera in 2020 during the
COVID pandemic, she was ten years old. From 2020 to 2030,
she lived in the slums. She has autism and suffered from lack of
traditional education. In mid-2020s broadband become available
in Kibera. Dispite suffering from autism she was able to use this
access to learn online, as she is very intelligent and curious.
She's naturally drawn to drones and spatial sciences. In 2031,
she's now twenty-one and participating in online communities,
quietly making a name for herself around the use of drones and
mapping in Africa.
What is the problem they are experiencing?
Note: mapping the slub of Kibera
Briefly describe how your person first experiences the
problem (The Event) and possible 2nd/3rd order effects.
Include what their reactions might be.
Who else in the person's life is involved if anyone?
What brought about the problem? Was it a person, group,
organization, situation ,condition operating environment?
What vulnerabilities does this expose?

While in an online forum on drones, she joined a collaborative
group and based her work she was invited to take a leadership
role on a project. And she freaked out.
Stephan, an on-line mentor from France to her drone interest.
Crop failure forced family to move to the slums.
Climate change, human migration, lack of medica care,
disrupted traditional education

PART TWO: Experience Questions (from the perspective of "the person" experiencing the problem)
CHOOSE TWO
When she was offered to lead the group. She was not
psychologically ready for it. Up until this point she was acting as
an individual contributor, lending her skills to the effort. Her
"The Event" - How will your person first learn of or experience successes caught the attention of others and produced this
opportunity.
the problem? What events or actions led up to it?
She would need to spend more time with her online mentor,
because there is no one in her physical community that can
What will this make your person do that they normally would support her ability to grow and assume more leadership roles in
the future.
not?
When the person first encounters the problem, what will they
see? What will the scene feel like?
How will information be delivered to the person? Where and
how will the person connect and communicate this
information with others?
What will the person have to do to access people, services,
technology and information they need?
What are the broader implications of a threat like this for
people, communities and organizations?
PART THREE: Enabling Questions - What will help enable
the solution to the problem?
CHOOSE TWO
Barriers and Roadblocks: What are the existing barriers
(local, governmental, political, defense, cultural, etc) that need
to be overcome to bring about the solution to the problem ?
How do these barriers and roadblocks differ geographically?

New Practices: What new approaches will be used to bring
about the solution and how will the problem solver enlist the
help of the broader community?
Business Models: What new business models and practices
will be in place to enable the solution?
Research Pipeline: What technology is available today that
can be used to develop the solution? What future technology
will be developed?
Ecosystem Support: What support is needed? What elements
must the solution provider team up with or utilize?

Virtual worlds, virtual reality, instant translation with Stephan in
France, neuroscience, bandwidth

Virtual reality, counseling, translation, bandwidth, sat
technology, social science research to increase adoption of
technology

PART FOUR– Backcasting - What are the actions and indicators over time?
What are the Gates (actions)?
What actions need to be taken in the next decade to enable
and bring about the solution to the problem?
1 Significant increase in bandwidth
2 Parents get a loan to start a business that brings access to technology
3 Through on-line exploration, she finds out about drones.
4 Through instant translation services, she finds mentors, friends
more... Mentor extends invitation into leadership role on a project

What are the Flags (indicators)?
What are the indicators over the next decade that the future
you have described is beginning to happen. Remember that
flags build off each other. Flag A enables Flag B. List the
multiple flags in sequence.
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SCENARIO TITLE
2031
DATE OF FUTURE EVENT (year)
Community Vision - FutureCast Narrative
LINK TO NARRATIVE VERSION
DATA POINTS
NOTE: Use the followng data points as prompts to
get you thinking about the future
Strengths identified in what is traditionally seen as weakening conditions
Micro Targeting - Everything becomes individualized, customized and personalized
Constellation of Technologies coming together or 'The Golden Age of Sentient Tools"
The future is local and everything is "Smart"
PART ONE: The Actors
WHO IS YOUR PERSON?
COOLABILITIES: Deep listening, the ability to meet people where they are, and to find resources within
themselves, and locally, to address problems they raise.
NOTE: Remember to give as much detail as
possible. The power is in the details. Please write
as though you are writing for someone who is not
"in the room" or in your group.

You have a problem. People help you experience your abilities to deal with that problem. Then you discover
you have the ability to help others with problems. You raise those problems to others in the community, to
address structural challenges in your school, neighborhood, prison, community. The POWER of the 1:1
connection.

Who is your person, gender, age, name, occupation,
family, community?
Where do they live, urban or
rural/house/apartment/farm/tent?

LEAGH: Black male, 38 years old, Janitor, Married to Kayla for 10 years, no kids. Lives in a mixed community
- discovering the true power of his coolabilities.
Apartment in an mixed African America and Hispanic neighborhood in Seaside, CA where there are a lot of
teenagers.
Leagh experienced undiagnosed learning disabilities and dropped out of school at 16 to become a custodian.
He worked his way up and now manages a robotic cleaning service for a high school and community health
clinic. African Amercian kids come to him to ask for advice about jobs, and how to keep their friends out of
juvenile hall (which includes a mashup of extensive contact tracing apps, facial recognition, and location
based audio surveillance).
From his own experience, Leagh knows the barriers for black kids in school. There's no straight or easy path
from a high school education to jobs in a digital world. Leagh persuades friends and acquaintainces to help
students with their homework, coach them and keep an eye out to prevent petty cyber crime and online
pyramid schemes.

What is the problem they are experiencing?

Flag A Technology enabling high speed bandwidth comes to Kibera

Briefly describe how your person first experiences the
problem (The Event) and possible 2nd/3rd order
effects. Include what their reactions might be.

Flag B Philanthrophic grant allows bandwidth to proliferate in Kibera

Who else in the person's life is involved if anyone?

Indicator Set 1

Flag C Mobile devices allow access to bandwith
Flag D access = migration via the cloud
Indicator Set 2
Flag A Micro loans make business opporunity available
Flag B Blockchain enables micro loans from all over the world
Flag C Parents able to use micro loan to start business
Flag D Loan used to purchase technology

What brought about the problem? Was it a person,
group, organization, situation ,condition operating
environment?

Indicator Set 3
Flag A On-line access enables pathway to explore interests
Flag B translation allows her to make friends from any part of the world
Flag C Friends allow her to find a group with common interest around drones
Flag D Social learning fuels her deeper exploration
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What vulnerabilities does this expose?

[[Russ lived in Leagh's basement . . . helped the family's kids do their homework. The next night there were 18
kids there to get help with their homework.]]
Personal drivers: Leagh learned how to speak up and negotiate from his father and his friends, who were in a
workers union.
Mentors saw his cool abilities and invited him to coach kids in high school and young people in prison. He
sought out advice from leaders in the community--lawyers, superintendents, and CEOs, and was invited to
speak to boards and CA state officials about how society was failing young people of color, and what could be
done about it.
Mentors help you see your hidden abilities so you can see them, and the potential for them.
Today, Leagh's team of volunteers are helping him apply for grants to start a new program, Pathways, where
young people are paired up with business mentors to create digital microservices in their cities and towns
around the country.
Tests to diagnose learning disabilities were not affordable. No afterschool programs to build digital capacity.
No coaching.
Social determinants of poverty and a lack of structural support, keep kids like Leagh in poverty, with few
options for the future.
Morgan, a researcher, points out that "black children are disproportionately poor and often grow up in
communities without good access to healthcare, which can increase the risk of having a disability. When [you]
compare children with the same family income, academic performance and other characteristics, ...children of
color are less likely to receive special education services than similar white children." (Source: https:
//hechingerreport.org/new-studies-challenge-the-claim-that-black-students-are-sent-to-special-ed-too-much/ )

PART TWO: Experience Questions (from the perspective of "the person" experiencing the problem)
CHOOSE TWO
Got a job as a custodian, had black kids coming to him as a mentor. Here are these kids coming to me.
There's something wrong with h this picture. He starts counseling kids. He hits blockers. How to get black
counselors in here. Why am I the counselt. Then he reaches out to the community,
"The Event" - How will your person first learn of or
experience the problem? What events or actions led The school community initially resistent but sees kids' grades improve after volunteers help mentor 5th
graders in Math and History
up to it?
Community leaders see Leagh's special skills of deep listening and connecting with others, and encourage
What will this make your person do what they normally him to coach kids that were falling through the cracks. Leagh spends most evenings texting and advising kids,
and speaking to city and state councils on inclusive digital education.
would not?
The school community shrugs it off. Assumptions of "they don't perform well because they arn't motivated."
Then they find a "stealth support group" through their gaming and social media experiences.
When the person first encounters the problem, what
Online Drop in to chat groups evolve into AI-driven matching up Mentors-Mentees.
will they see? What will the scene feel like?
They get involved in the "gamification of mentoring" in a stealth way, under the appearances of "hanging out
and enjoying or having fun".
How will information be delivered to the person?
Where and how will the person connect and
communicate this information with others?
What are the broader implications of a threat like this
for people, communities and organizations?
PART THREE: Enabling Questions - What will help
enable the solution to the problem?
CHOOSE TWO

Young people of color in low income sectors are disproportionately diagnosed with learning disabilities (fewer
are diagnosed). Fewer of them receive special education services, or go to college.

Cultural and personal isolation (race,) Illusion of separateness. Find others like you
Political structures and bias against people who seem different. Language - inability to communicate across
chasms Age, ethicity, education levels, life experience,
Differently gifted, different styles of communication
Lack of awareness of solutions, and lack of awareness
Organizations may not have resources to scale up their impact. Too many metrics set by funders.
Different expectations around how to measure success and impact

Barriers and Roadblocks: What are the existing
barriers (local, governmental, political, defense,
cultural, etc) that need to be overcome to bring about
the solution to the problem ? How do these barriers
and roadblocks differ geographically?

K-12
+ Online peer-based tutoring to help kids do their homework. Tutoring culture... how to coordinate and offer
services that are safe? Install WIFI on a school bus, to help kids ramp up (yep, lots of pros and cons on that
one)
+ Gaming rooms as a stealth learning group, with educational computing wizards.
+ Coolabilities AIs: can provide input to diagnose coolabilities, or identify subjects that kids are struggling w.
Encourage kids with time and support to help them take their ideas forward.
+ Develop digital learning portfolios. My stuff (always on devices & analytics) helps me discover my
superpowers. Every high schooler has a smart watch. Its uploading to the cloud, vitals, speech etc. Pattern
recogntion in the cloud, "It looks like you have these challeneges and abilities". Daily, weekly, monthly, annual
check ins - cadences are chosen by students, can pull in teachers, parents, mentors. Teach young people to
look back at what they've accomplished, and encourage them to help others like them.
During and after you graduate from high school
+ AI personalized angel network - where does the student need help right now? What decisions and options
do they have in front of them? AI becomes part of the conversation. AI can help you clarify steps towards
making decisions. Help you with your life and where to find resources and coaches, step by step.Different
gifted kids find each other.
AI can start programing, if this, then that. If I can describe it, the AIs can help me build it. What is the life you
want? The skill we need help with is to DREAM. We need to encourage each other. We edit ourselves. Now,
with these capabilities, learn skills to dream
+ UBI - pay people to do certification courses for vocational training.
+ Positive assistants to help with social media, and reputation management in an age of botware and
misininformation. Each one Help 1
The octopus model and metaphor. Sllime mould can goes through a maze. Different way to communicate.
Emergent behavior. Make the stairs look like a piano to encourage people to take the stair. Even rodents
cooperate to loook out for preditatorsPut a puzzle out, toilet paper roll - design the environment. I...Identify and
channel.
You say yest or not. AI mentors get flagged. All connected in the cloud. Cosmic consciousness. Pair up
people and mentors on different parts along the journey.... 10 years ago you had the same issue, and now
you're fine. Look at all the people on the spectrum, and see how far they've gotten
You see the pathway. It's irresistable. It's like a magnet. There's no debate or decision.
it's irresistible. If you go down this path, it's assured things will happen

New Practices: What new approaches will be used to
bring about the solution and how will the problem
solver enlist the help of the broader community?

Bite sized mini volunteering.

Benefit U - give people's data back to them - the platform helps them establish their biz. Use personal data to
benefit ourselves... Leagh--program to help kids w marketing plans, customers, AI driven, Overhead is taken
to benefit others.
Worker owned coop. Notion of employees are obsolete. Stigmergy teams. Flexible coalitions. Measure
beneficial actions in a system. A Personal Stock Price. Revenue share goes back into the community. Leagh
is saving lives. The challenge are what are the savings from keeping people off the streets?
Worker owned coop - everyone has shares in planet earth - personal worth increases - family, neighborhood...
anything you do enhances the whole earth portfolio.... we will all be owners....
Suggestion box where the attributions are fed back to the attributer in a fuzzy logic way. Document what the
Business Models: What new business models and
suggestions are. INfinite compute power. INcentives are for the original idea, team that implements and tracks
practices will be in place to enable the solution?
the idea. Rising tide lifts all boats. Are you a cooperator, or a deflector. How to incentivize people
Research Pipeline: What technology is available today AI , emergent behavior systems. Full data access for personal use, Matching needs and similar and
that can be used to develop the solution? What future complementary coolabiliites. Data collectors curate data for you.Surveillance capital. Give live access to users
of their data. Benefit U.
technology will be developed?
Infectious radiance, infectious behaviors. Switch up the net effect. This is a virus you want to catch. Algorithms
Ecosystem Support: What support is needed? What
for matching.
elements must the solution provider team up with or
utilize?
PART FOUR– Backcasting - What are the actions and indicators over time?
What are the Gates (actions)?
What actions need to be taken in the next decade to
enable and bring about the solution to the problem?
1 Legislation to require data sharing
2 Build digital capacity through internet access
3 Tie microservices to vocational training
4
more... ...
What are the Flags (indicators)?
What are the indicators over the next decade that the
future you have described is beginning to happen.
Remember that flags build off each other. Flag A
enables Flag B. List the multiple flags in sequence.
Indicator Set 1
Flag A Orgs that benefit their members get access to user data
there's a visible, tangible benefit to users-- benefits are irresistably obvious. Massive, visible progress indicators (indiv.
Flag B community, region, the world. see the needle move)
Flag C Goes viral... exponential effects.
Flag D
Indicator Set 2
Flag A Well funded universities build eportfolios for students
Flag B Extend eportfolios for students, using AIs to help curate content and build an online presence
Flag C

Flag D

Indicator Set 3
Flag A
Flag B
Flag C
Flag D
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TEAM NAME
SCENARIO TITLE
DATE OF FUTURE EVENT (year)

Topaz
2031

DATA POINTS
NOTE: Use the folloiwng data points as prompts to get
you thinking about the future
Strengths identified in what is traditionally seen as weakening
conditions
Micro Targeting - Everything becomes individualized,
customized and personalized
Constellation of Technologies coming together or 'The Golden
Age of Sentient Tools"
The future is local and everything is "Smart"
People without formal identities - people outside cannot even
"see them" they are disconnected - the coolability is having been
disconnected
Invisible people in the world of paid work: Homemakers,
indigenous people, out of the mainstream, handicaps when skills
are no longer linked to professions, >50% of world live in
informal sector
Untapped brilliance and untapped coolabilities in different
geographies and people not in formal education systems
Virgin minds who have not been in the formal system - these are
unique contributions that today face obstacles in being part of
formal economy
PART ONE: The Actors
WHO IS YOUR PERSON?
NOTE: Remember to give as much detail as possible.
The power is in the details. Please write as though you
are writing for someone who is not "in the room" or in
your group.

https://dhsprogram.com/pubs/pdf/FR364/FR364.pdf
Afa, 25 years old, male, has Aspergers; Papau New Guinea,
village community 100 kim outside Port Moresby, family of 5, 3
Who is your person, gender, age, name, occupation, family,
sibilings - 2 girls and a boy
community?
rural village, one of the 851 known languages - no written
version - this is what he speaks in the customary community owned by indigenous community, administered by customs of
community, common ownership is normal - including common
land ownership, unique culture to the language - sharing
Where do they live, urban or rural/house/apartment/farm/tent? resources is natural;

What is the problem they are experiencing?

Briefly describe how your person first experiences the
problem (The Event) and possible 2nd/3rd order effects.
Include what their reactions might be.

Who else in the person's life is involved if anyone?
What brought about the problem? Was it a person, group,
organization, situation ,condition operating environment?

What vulnerabilities does this expose?

Poverty, Food sources diminishing, Change - how to preserve
what they want to keep, effect of climate change - how to
respond to not be victims, persistent droughts threaten
agriculture, temp increase projected to increase by 1.3 degrees
celsius
NIC in a Box rolls out in 2023 bringing broadband based internet
to Afa's village. Afa, who as most kids with aspergers in his
country would normally be shunned or sidelined takes to the
internet and new devices provided to his community like a duck
to water and excels at learning as his social disability doesn't get
in the way. He quickly progresses through his education and
becomes a skilled coder and researcher using the broadband
now available. His knowledge and focus allows him to excel and
make more money than any other villager. He becomes the
family provider when he normally would have been ignored and
uncared for.
By 2031 climate change has started to devastate his village and
many people start to leave his village. While, overtly he doesn't
react, he does notice that his family's friends are disappearing
and he is determined to do something to help. He wants to
alleviate the dispair he sees in his parents and grandparents.
His grandmother is the wise woman of the village and as a child
before NIC in a Box he found comfort in learning about the herbs
and potions for healing, learning from her as he wasn't allowed
to particpate by anyone else. His own parents find it hard to deal
with him and his inability to express emotion well. He grew close
to the community coordinator for NIC in a Box as the computer
and devices they brought with them fascinated Afa
Climate change and increasing temperatures are hampering the
agricultural processes, and causing droughts, disrupting the
entire food and water security of the village. Foreigners are
coming in offering money in exchange for land
Parents can no longer provide for their children, sharing burdens
doesn't overcome the overall threat faced by the village. The
village leaders are tempted by the offers from foreigners to buy
their land, but where will the people go, what can they live on if
the agricultural lands are sold? People are no longer passing on
the traditional stories and cures that have been passed on from
one generation to another, the culture is weakening and children
are preferring to speak Pidgin instead of their indigenous
language, as they have learned to read and write in pidgin but
their own language has no written form. Some children cannot
speak to their grandparents anymore, they know pidgin is
necessary to go out and earn money. Their language and
culture is disappearing and more people are unmoored from
their own identity, but there is no new identity for them to adopt,
so they are lost and causes many of them to leave the village
and threatens the existence of that villages

"The Event" - How will your person first learn of or experience The village is dying due to climate change and the lack of money
the problem? What events or actions led up to it?
and food is causing people to leave the village.
What will this make your person do that they normally would
not?
As the village runs out of food and water, Afa initially notices
very little as he isolated and insulated from many of the issues
due to his having an excellent job using the internet and being
able to interact mostly on-line. His family is provided for and his
When the person first encounters the problem, what will they lack of social and emotinal local interactions means he doesn't
notice many of the issues until later on.
see? What will the scene feel like?
How will information be delivered to the person? Where and
how will the person connect and communicate this
information with others?
What will the person have to do to access people, services,
technology and information they need?
What are the broader implications of a threat like this for
people, communities and organizations?
PART THREE: Enabling Questions - What will help enable
the solution to the problem?
CHOOSE TWO
Barriers and Roadblocks: What are the existing barriers
(local, governmental, political, defense, cultural, etc) that need
to be overcome to bring about the solution to the problem ?
How do these barriers and roadblocks differ geographically?

connecting to Aspergers associations and networks around the
world, brings opportunity for village to find healing herbs that
provide stream of royalties, and agricultural investment

New Practices: What new approaches will be used to bring
about the solution and how will the problem solver enlist the
help of the broader community?
Business Models: What new business models and practices
will be in place to enable the solution?

https://www.
aane.org/

Research Pipeline: What technology is available today that
can be used to develop the solution? What future technology
will be developed?

https://www.
ascendgroup.
org/autismasperger-onlineresources

External group (Asperger association) provides support to to Afa
to communicate better with the community to demonstrate the
Ecosystem Support: What support is needed? What elements value of Afa's coolability for generating future income sources
desperately needed to save the village
must the solution provider team up with or utilize?

http://www.
uniquelygifted.
org/

PART FOUR– Backcasting - What are the actions and indicators over time?
What are the Gates (actions)?
What actions need to be taken in the next decade to enable
and bring about the solution to the problem?
Special needs education mainstreamed through inclusive education
policy and technology assisted diagnostic tools (including aspergers)
1 implemented through community health support posts
Learning tools designed for special needs groups become widely
available through government learning portal (following a blended
2 learning model)
Bandwidth increased in remote areas as universal connectivity goal is
reached in 2026, 4 years before the target , and is made free for
educational pusposes by a community development programme
3 taking place in Afa's community
Afa finds out about the special support groups (Asperger's
Association) and is connected with the "matchmaking" mentor who
helps in finding and realizing work opportunities based on the special
interest and talents mapping (Afa's expertise in traditional medicine
4 and herbalisms is registered in his personal profile)
A policy on indigenous communities intellectual property rights is passed in
Papua New Guinea based on UNESCO convention, and mechanism set in
place locally for the indigenous communities to start receiving royalties in

4 virtual currencies on products and innovations they have copyrighted
Modern agricultural innovations are becoming more wide spread
and Afa's community invests in hydroponic system optimized for
more... growing rare medical herbs and mushrooms
Commercial drone system and port is built close to Afa's
community allowing shipping of the agricultural products to the
main logistical port in the capital
What are the Flags (indicators)?
What are the indicators over the next decade that the future
you have described is beginning to happen. Remember that
flags build off each other. Flag A enables Flag B. List the
multiple flags in sequence.
Indicator Set 1
Flag A

Government is seen as corrupt and too much on the side of the foreigners
buying land from impoverished indigenous groups; when value is created
locally as in Afa's herbal project, they want to tax it

Indigenous people are starting to migrate to urban slums in increasing
numbers, as conditons in rural communities become harsh because of
Flag B the lack of food as harvests are getting worse by every year
Flag C
Flag D
Indicator Set 2
Flag A

PART TWO: Experience Questions (from the perspective of "the person" experiencing the problem)
CHOOSE TWO

https:
//rarediseases.
org/organizatio
ns/global-andregionalaspergerssyndromepartnershipgrasp/

Government training and education tries to impose a "one size fits all"
solution and the local people can't see the value of what the government is
imposing, and local language and culture is dying
Anger at loss of tribal customs, imposed government solutions not

Flag B appropriate to their situation
Flag C
Flag D

